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This year, Mickey Mouse and I will be celebrating our fiftieth birthdays. We shared, at least for our first decade, much more than a first initial; it was the best of relationships and one of the few real joys of my childhood in Brooklyn during the early thirties. Those were the Depression years and we had to make do. Making do-for kids, at least-was mostly a matter of comic books and movies. Mickey Mouse, unlike the great gaggle of child movie stars of that period, did not make me feel inferior. Perhaps it was typical for kids of my generation to suffer badly from unthinking parental comparisons with the thenfamous silver-screen moppets. There is no forgetting the cheated, missed-luck look in my father's eyes as he turned from the radiant image of Shirley Temple back to the three ungolden children he'd begotten. Ah, the alluring American dream of owning a Shirley Temple girl and a Bobby Breen boy! I never forgave those yodeling, tap-dancing, brimming-with-glittering-life miniature monsters. But Mickey Mouse had nothing to do with any of them. He was our buddy. My brother and sister and I chewed his gum, brushed our teeth with his tooth-
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the-century funny-papers fantasist Winsor McCay in 
particular. It was also an attempt to synthesize past 
and present, with Mickey as my tmsty stand-in. And 
if the Disney studio irritatingly refused to let me paint 
his revered image on a cooking stove that figured in 
my plot, I put it down to the general decay of civiliza
tion. 

Fifty is the notorious middle age of crisis and flux. 
But I have a fantasy of Mickey at this great age bust
ing loose-a la Steamboat Willie-and declaring his 
independence by demanding back the original, idio
syncratic self that prosperity and indifference have 
robbed him of. Hardly likely, I suppose. But middle 
age has been known to precede a rebirth of spirit and 
inspiration, so maybe the Mouse has a chance. 
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